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Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
It is with deep sadness I share this information that on March 12, 2015, an 
acclaimed researcher and our beloved friend Prof. Tsanyao Frank Yang 
passed away. He fought with the pancreatic cancer that took his life with 
great courage and determination. He was only 54 years old. He was a 
Professor at the Department of Geosciences, National Taiwan University 
(NTU), Taipei in Taiwan.  
Prof. Frank Yang was a pioneer in the field of Gas Geochemistry. He 
received his doctoral training at Department of Geosciences, National 
Taiwan University, Taipei in the field of geochemistry and later he served 
the institute for more than 20 years. He became a faculty member at NTU 
in 1991 as Assistant Professor, later promoted as Associate Professor, and 
then Professor  and served at this postion for almost 10 years. In between 
he worked in various international and national universities/institutes as: 
Postdoctoral Research fellow (Department of Marine Chemistry and 
Geochemistry, Woods Hole Oceanography Institution, USA), Visiting 
Scholar (Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Osaka University, 
Japan), Adjunct Research Fellow (National Center for Research on 
Earthquake Engineering, NARL, Taiwan) and Visiting Professor 
(Universities of  Japan and USA).  
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Prof. Frank Yang was not only a brilliant down-to-earth scientist, but also a 
remarkable teacher. He possessed all the very best qualities of a university 
professor: a pathfinder, motivational, quick-witted, helpful, inspirational, 
compassionate, encouraging, friendly and approachable. His office door 
always stayed open for his students, with whom he was very patient, kind 
and generous. He supervised a number of students for their Master and PhD 
degrees.  
Prof. Frank Yang believed that research should have the value when it 
addresses significant issues, adopts an interdisciplinary and comparative 
approach, and should be conducted by capable researchers who should 
have given sufficient resources to conduct their investigations thoroughly, 
including extensive and uninterrupted time. He always believed that a good 
researcher needs sound training, but must be given a free hand in his/her 
research, whoever, was attached with Prof. Frank Yang as Master/doctoral 
got this type of training. He always believed his laboratory (named as Gas 
Geochemistry (GG) Lab.) as his extended home and all the lab. members as 
his extended family.  
I met Prof. Frank Yang first time at 21st International Conference on 
Nuclear Tracks in Solids (ICNTS-21) in New Delhi, India. He invited me 
to join his group at NTU as “Visiting Specialist” and I accepted the offer 
joining his group in May 2003. Once I started working with Prof. Yang I 
did not  realize that I spent almost 12 years with him without any difficulty 
in a foreign land. Prof. Yang helped me to get a faculty position at NCREE 
in August 2005. We were involved together in many national and 
international projects and published many research papers since 2003. Prof. 
Yang was a mentor to me not only in research, but also in day to day life. 
He helped me a lot to improve my research skills and was always there to 
help me as friend in many matters of routine life.  It’s difficult to find 
appropriate words to define what he was for us: For me he was my mentor, 
friend, guide, colleague and collaborator, but never tried to impress me like 
a boss. I feel a deep sense of gratitude for him. 
Prof. Yang was a great friend of ICNTS and attended all the meetings held 
in the last one and half decade. During the planning of our society, he 
offered considerable constructive advice and suggestions. As an 
International Committee member since 2004, Prof. Yang has been an 
unparalleled ally of ICNTS by offering joint cooperative agreements and 
support. His experience of building up ICNTS into a strong society 
following a bottom-up philosophy convinced him that ICNTS will be of 
such importance especially in the future development of Earth sciences.  
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For those who had the good fortune to know him like me, can tell that Prof. 
Yang was enthusiastic and forthright in every task he undertook. It should 
be mentioned that, perhaps not unexpectedly, Prof. Yang was the originator 
of many daring ideas in renewable energy while working on the National 
Energy Project Phase I in Taiwan. The scientific impacts of his inquisitive 
mind are still being felt. Prof. Yang’s monumental contributions to earth 
sciences are well known, for which the geological society of Taiwan has 
named one off shore mud volcano group in southwest of Taiwan as 
“Tsanyao Mud Volcano Group” in remembrance of his never-ending 
enthusiasm. As a man constantly in action, when Prof. Yang was more 
relaxed among friends, he would tell some of his exciting experiences.  
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He was a tireless worker, contributing greatly, both 
organizationally and scientifically. He is greatly missed within the 
Earth science community and beyond, especially by those of us who 
have worked closely with him and also knew him as a good friend. 
His life has inspired all of us. 
 
 
Picture 1. Prof. Tsanyao Frank Yang presents his work at 26th ICNTS 
 
Picture 2. Prof. Tsanyao Frank Yang  with his group during  26th ICNTS 
excursion  
